
PROMO

CODE
745

Offers valid through August 31, 2018.
SPECIAL OFFERSCYCLE 2|2018

Must be referenced  
to receive special pricing.

Offers valid through August 31, 2018.  Promo code must be referenced to receive special pricing.  Cannot be combined with other offers.  Catalog quantities only.  BIC®, the BIC Graphic logo, bicgraphic.com, 
Good Value (logo)®, britePix®, Atchison®,KOOZIE®, JAFFA®, Triumph® and all related trademarks, logos, and trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks of BIC Graphic and/or its affiliates or licensors in 
the United States and other countries and may not be used without written permission.  All other terms and conditions in the 2018 BIC Graphic catalog and online at bicgraphic.com apply.  ©2018 BIC Graphic, 
Clearwater, FL 33760.  All prices in USD.

Please refer to the 2018 BIC Graphic Catalog or visit bicgraphic.com for complete product and order information.

BIC Graphic is a leader in product safety, including Prop 65 compliance. Nearly all of our product SKUs are Prop 65 compliant and do not require 
a Prop 65 label when shipping to California.  Visit bicgraphic.com for complete details.

bicgraphic.com UPIC: BIC | ASI: 40480
MGBC20/MGBC30:  Free 4-color process imprint on a white surface. Available with square or rounded corners.

MAGNETS

MGBC20 
BIC® 4-Color Process 
Business Card 
Magnets – 20 mil
Min. 500 | was $0.41(A)
Set-up charge: FREE

$0.23(A)

MGBC30 
BIC® 4-Color Process 
Business Card 
Magnets – 30 mil
Min. 500 | was $0.47(A)
Set-up charge: FREE

$0.26(A)
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NEW 250 PIECE MINIMUM!

STICKY NOTE™

P3A3A25 
BIC® Sticky Note™  

3" x 3" Adhesive Notepad,  
25 Sheet Pad

Min. 250 | was $.79(B)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.35(C)

Min. 500+ | was $.66(B)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.29(C)

NS5A7A25 
BIC® Sticky Note™  

 5" x 7" Non-Adhesive  
Scratch Pad, 25 sheet

Min. 250 | was $1.09(C)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.71(C)

Min. 500+ | was $.91(C)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.59(C)

P4A3A25 
BIC® Sticky Note™  

4" x 3" Adhesive Notepad,  
25 Sheet Pad

Min. 250 | was $.80(B)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.36(C)

Min. 500+ | was $.67(B)
Set-up Charge: FREE

$.30(C)
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FREE Set-Up and 2-Color Barrel Imprint
on select Writing Instruments!*

BIC® Clic Stic® | CS | Min. 300 | was $0.78(A)

BIC® WideBody® Color Grip Pen | CSWBCG | Min. 300 | was $1.42(B)

BIC® Round Stic® | RS | Min. 500 | was $0.58(A)

BIC® Grip Roller | GR | Min. 150 | was $1.45(B)

BIC® Pencil Solids | BPS | Min. 500 | was $0.37(A)

BIC® Anthem Pen | ANTH | Min. 300 | was $0.83(A)

#BPS | $0.28(A)

#CS | $0.57(A)

#GR | $1.20(A)

#RS | $0.44(A)

#ANTH | $0.60(C)

#CSWBCG | $1.23(A)

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

#55245 | $0.35(A)

#55682 | $0.42(C)

#55856 | $1.09(C)

#55210 | $0.41(C)

#55231 | $0.70(C)

#55234 | $0.51(A)

 Dart Pen | 55245 | Min. 300 | was $0.46(A)

 Woofer Pen | 55856 | Min. 300 | was $1.29(C)

Silver Element Pen | 55682 | Min. 300 | was $0.59(C)

Element Pen | 55210 | Min. 300 | was $0.57(C)

Spirit Pen | 55234 | Min. 300 | was $0.65(C)

Metallic Viper Pen | 55231 | Min. 300 | was $1.18(C)
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45448 
britePix® KOOZIE® Can Kooler
Min. 200 | was $1.08(C)
Includes britePix® Full Color, 3 locations

$0.84(C)

45231 
KOOZIE® Deluxe Collapsible 
Can Kooler
Min. 200 | was $1.71(C)
Includes 1-Color imprint, 2 locations

$1.29(C)

46105 
KOOZIE® Neoprene Zip-Up 
Bottle Kooler
Min. 200 | was $3.39(C)

$2.49(C)

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE

45795 
Kona Bottle—26 oz.
Min. 72 | was $8.97(C)

$7.91(C)

46168 
neolid™ Twizz Double Wall 
Tumbler—12 oz.
Min. 72 | was $12.60(C)

$9.98(C)

46173 
KOOZIE® Tripple Vacuum 
Tumbler—13 oz.
Min. 24 | was $12.60(C)

$9.98(C)
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BAGS

AP5040 
On The Move Backpack
Min. 50 | was $10.32(A)

$7.39(C)

45036 
KOOZIE® Six-Pack Kooler
Min. 96 | was $6.16(C)

$3.54(C)

15907 
KOOZIE® Olympus 24-Can 
Kooler
Min. 24 | was $31.55(C)

$24.99(C)

AP8400 
TranSport It Tote
Min. 50 | was $8.55(A)

$5.78(C)

15932 
KAPSTON™ Pierce Tote-Pack
Min. 25 | was $18.92(C)

$14.99(C)

AP3200 
A Step Ahead Messenger
Min. 50 | was $9.64(A)

$6.82(C)
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TRAVEL/OUTDOOR/OFFICE

31944 
Memo Tape Dispenser
Min. 250 | was $2.49(C)

$1.99(C)

15567 
Premium Stripe Chair
Min. 24 | was $36.93(C)

$28.15(C)

30296 
Full Color Luggage Tag
Min. 250 | was $2.72(C)
Includes full color imprint,  
1 location

$1.91(C)


